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Acer, the worldâ€™s 2nd manufacturer of PCs and netbooks, has a heritage imbibed with trust and
reliability. It has extended the product line spectrum to include notebooks, chromebooks, server,
storage, tablets and more embodying the latest in terms of technology and feature to accentuate the
level and comfort of computing. Customized products are available under series Aspire, TravelMate,
Aspire One, and more depending upon your requirement. To attract the mobile segment it has
revealed a new product as Aspire S5 which is supposed to be the World's thinnest Ultrabook.

It features the unique Acer Green Instant On technology for fast boot and resume, and Acer Always
Connect, to give you the power to manage multimedia and data from anywhere round-the-clock. If
you are Internet-centric and want it without compromising speed, simplicity and security then
Chromebook could be the choice.

Itâ€™s good to be a proud owner of an Acer machine, but you canâ€™t stay away from problems related to
software, Internet, e-mail, antivirus, peripheral connectivity and more. If you are confused, as what
to do in such situations, then Acer Support has an answer. Powered by experts, accessible through
the Internet with 24/7 availability, raise the popularity index of the portal. You may call on the Acer
number, and let technicians take hold of your machine remotely. They can diagnose, effectively
troubleshoot and fix any related problems to leave your machine working in an error-free state.

Letâ€™s move ahead, what is available from Acer help-desk is a paid service. Why not try to resolve
issues on your own. Read ahead to fix intermittent Acer desktop or laptopâ€™s issues:

What to do if it doesnâ€™t power on?

Physical connectivity of the power cord and/or AC adapter is the must to check task, in case of
power related problems, specifically when the system is not turning on or is absolutely blank. It its
notebooks or netbooks must verify that the power cord is plugged into the AC adaptor completely.
Try with another electric outlet.

Perform a power reset is required if the problem still continues. Unplug the AC adapter and remove
the battery, hold down the power button for 30 seconds, and then release the power button. Next,
turn the notebook back over and slide the battery back into place. Now, plug in your AC adapter and
press the start button on your notebook.

If you Acer machine is not functioning properly say its flashing error message while accessing
drivers or programs, canâ€™t connect with the Internet or diverting you to issues related to system files,
registry settings and more, then its best to restore your Acer machine with the backup disc. Restart
your machine, and wait for the Acer splash screen to appear, tap the Alt and F10 keys
simultaneously until the "Starting Acer eRecovery" option appears. From the recovery options,
choose â€œRestore system from CD/DVDâ€•. Now, just follow on the on-screen prompts to end the
troubleshooting process and restore your machine to the factory settings.

However, if the cult has started with the installation of a new software or driver then do uninstall or
remove those instantly to fix the Acer laptop issue. Removal can be easy through the Windows
Control Panel or can be tricky demanding standard uninstaller tools. To eradicate stubborn products
do consult with the Acer-helpdesk, as a minor error while uninstallation can bring havoc for the
system.
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Dawa - About Author:
The author is a technician at Techvedic  technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a  Acer help  to
clients.Online computer repair,a  Acer support ,computer technical support, a  Acer number  are few
services offered at this one platform along with many others.
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